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Observation of the limit cycle in asymmetric plasma divided
by a magnetic filter

Kazuo Ohi, Hiroshi Naitou,a) Yasushi Tauchi, and Osamu Fukumasa
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Yamaguchi University, Tokiwadai 2-16-1,
Ube 755-8611, Japan

~Received 18 July 2000; accepted 4 October 2000!

An asymmetric plasma divided by a magnetic filter is numerically simulated by the one-dimensional
particle-in-cell codeVSIM1D @Koga et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn.68, 1578 ~1999!#. Depending on the
asymmetry, the system behavior is static or dynamic. In the static state, the potentials of the main
plasma and the subplasma are given by the sheath potentials,fM;3TMe /e and fS;3TSe/e,
respectively, withe being an electron charge andTMe andTSe being electron temperatures (TMe

.TSe). In the dynamic state, whilefM;3TMe /e, fS oscillates periodically betweenfS,min

;3TSe/e andfS,max;3TMe/e. The ions accelerated by the time varying potential gap get into the
subplasma and excite the laminar shock waves. The period of the limit cycle is determined by the
transit time of the shock wave structure. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1329653#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic filter~MF! is a localized magnetic field
which can divide a plasma into two regions of different p
rameters. In the volume negative hydrogen/deuterium
source, for example, the MF is the critical component
isolate a diffused plasma from a source plasma. The m
mechanism to create negative hydrogen/deuterium ions is
two-step process of vibrational excitation and dissociat
attachment.1,2 The source plasma involves fast electrons w
energies in excess of 20–30 eV to produce molecules
highly vibrationally excited states. These excited molecu
can travel to the diffused plasma across the MF, while h
energy electrons are reflected by the MF. The diffus
plasma, hence, includes only low energy electrons wit
temperature of about 1 eV, which are necessary for the
sociative attachment to the vibrationally excited molecul
This sort of ‘‘double plasma’’ configuration might be usef
for processing plasma; the plasma with energetic electr
and the low temperature plasma without energetic electr
are needed for the production of radical species and for
reduction of the harmful energetic ion bombardment~due to
the sheath potential! to the substrate surface, respectively3

There are three effects of the MF. The first and prima
effect is the Lorentz force on electrons and ions. Depend
on the mass and the energy of charged particles, the actio
the MF is different for individual particles. The MF, henc
works as the filter to select particles which can go throu
the MF. The second is the diffusion process of the char
particles. Collisional and/or the turbulent transports acr
the MF can explain the character of the MF in which en
getic electrons diffuse much more slowly than the low e
ergy electrons. The turbulent diffusion is due toEÃB drifts
with E being the fluctuating electrostatic electric field andB

a!Guest staff of National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Gifu 509-52
Japan~1 April 1999–31 March 2001!.
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being the static magnetic field of the MF; the finite gyror
dius effects of electrons elucidate the slow random walks
energetic electrons because high energy electrons ave
out the fine scale fluctuations of the electric field.4–6 The
third effect is the formation of the potential gap between t
regions separated by the MF. This potential gap made by
first and second effects acts as an electrostatic filter on e
trons and ions.

In order to understand the complex behavior of t
plasma with the MF, particle-in-cell~PIC! simulations have
been executed. The transport process and the potential
mation of the plasma divided by the MF have been inve
gated by two-dimensional particle simulation.5–8 We have
believed in the existence of the static state with the equi
rium density, temperature, and space potential profiles.
our concern was limited to the understanding of the transp
process due to the fluctuating turbulent electrostatic fi
around the MF. Recently, we unexpectedly found the n
static dynamic state in the plasma with the MF9 by executing
the one-dimensional PIC simulation with a newly develop
VSIM1D code10 ~visualized particle simulation code in on
dimension! which runs on a PC-UNIX operating system an
displays the real time portrayal of the phase space plot
charged particles and the potential profile, etc., on the mo
tor. The limit cycle in the terminology of nonlinear physics
observed. The periodic variation of the potential gap and
periodic excitation of the laminar shock waves11 caused by
ions accelerated by the potential gap constitute the phy
underlying the limit cycle. The movies of the temporal ev
lutions of the potential profiles and the phase space plot
ions can be found on the CD-ROM compiled in Ref. 12. Th
article extends the study of Ref. 9 in which only the disco
ery of the dynamic state with a brief physical discussion w
reported. Simulations using a doubled system size with v
ous parameters are done to verify the generality of the p
vious results. Detailed measurements are added to clea

,
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24 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 1, January 2001 Ohi et al.
physical picture of the phenomena. Also, the parame
range in which the system behaves dynamically is stud
carefully.

This paper is organized as follows. The basic simulat
model of the asymmetric plasma with the MF is described
Sec. II. Simulation results are presented in Sec. III. Conc
sions and a discussion are given in Sec. IV.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

The one-dimensional particle-in-cell codeVSIM1D10 is
used for the simulation of the asymmetric plasma divided
the MF. Physical quantities are allowed to change only in
x direction. Hydrogen plasma is assumed. Full dynamics
electrons and ions are followed under the electrostatic
proximation. A schematic diagram of the simulation mode
depicted in Fig. 1. The left and right ends of the systemx
50 and x5Lx , are grounded walls. Particles hitting th
walls are absorbed there. Ion sheaths, hence, will be for
next to the walls. There is a MF at the center of the syst
(x5xMF) and the direction of the magnetic field is in thez
direction. The spatial profile of the magnetic field strength
given by

B~x!5B0 exp@20.5~x2xMF!2/aMF
2 #,

whereB0 is the maximum magnetic field strength andaMF is
the characteristic width of the MF. The strength of the MF
chosen to influence only electron dynamics; ions move fre
across the MF. To the right of the MF, there is a high te
perature and high density main plasma. A low temperat
and low density subplasma exists to the left of the MF. T
source regions are located in the main plasma and the
plasma, respectively, to produce new electrons and io
which will equal the particle loss to the walls.

The physical quantities in this paper are expressed
normalized units. The length is normalized by the grid s
D. The time is normalized by the inverse of the electr
plasma angular frequencyvpe

21 , where vpe5(ne0e2/
e0me)

1/2 is defined by the initial average electron dens
(ne05ni05n0) in the main plasma,e andme are the charge
and the mass of electrons, ande0 is the permittivity in
vacuum. Temperatures and potentials are normalized
meD

2vpe
2 andmeD

2vpe
2 /e, respectively. Note that tempera

tures in this paper are expressed in the energy unit.
normalized strength ofB0 equalsvce /vpe ~vce5eB0 /me is
the electron cyclotron angular frequency atx5xMF!. Simu-

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the simulation model with the MF.
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lation parameters are as follows: system size:Lx5400, xMF

5200, aMF512, B050.2– 1.0, electron Debye length in th
main plasma:lDe52, mass ratio:mi /me51836, time step
size: Dt50.2, total number of time steps:Nt5400 000.
Hereafter, we will add subscriptsM andS for the quantities
related to the main plasma and the subplasma, respecti
The initial electron temperatures of the respective plasm
areTMe54 andTSe51. The initial ion temperatures are s
to beTMi5TSi50.4. The initial electron density of the sub
plasma is one fourth of the density of the main plasma. T
initial ion density profile is the same as that of electron
Note that initial conditions are not so important in this sim
lation because the system includes particle source and
and our concern is the long time behavior.

In order to make up for the particle loss from the resp
tive regions, electrons and ions are injected constantly
the source regions. In the main plasma, one electron and
ion are injected every one time step with given temperatu
of TMe54 andTMi50.4 in the region of 220,x,380. In
the subplasma, one electron and one ion are inserted e
Nin time steps withTSe51 and TSi50.4 in the region of
20,x,180. Nin is varied between 8 and 256. In the sour
regions, the artifical ‘‘thermalization’’ is done; velocity dis
tributions of electrons in the respective source regions
reset to form new Maxwellian distributions every 150 tim
steps. Without this process, the electron velocity distrib
tions would be cooled eventually because only low ene
electrons are confined in the system by the sheath pote
near the walls. The total number of particles used in t
simulation for each species is about 30 000. The total r
ning time is about 12 h on the PC/AT compatible perso
computer using the CPU of Celeron 450 MHz.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Before presenting the simulation results for the dynam
state, let us consider the static state. It is easy to predict
there are two types of static equilibrium potential profile f
the asymmetric plasma divided by the MF. The first cor
sponds to the case in which the effects of ions coming fr
the main plasma to the subplasma are negligible. E
plasma has the space potential of the order of the elec
temperature (f;3Te), which is equal to the sheath potenti
adjacent to the respective grounded wall. The space pote
of the main plasma is higher than that of the subplasm
sinceTMe.TSe. The example of this case is shown in Fig
2 and 3. The parameters chosen for this case areB050.7 and
Nin564. It is found that the system approaches the st
state aftert;20 000. Figure 2 represents the time evolutio
of the average electron densities in the main plasma and
subplasma. The average electron densities are measur
the source regions of the respective zones. In the statio
state, the average electron density in the main plasm
^nMe&.1.66n0 , while that in the subplasma iŝnSe&
.0.12n0 . The density ratio^nSe&/^nMe&.0.072 is much
larger than the ratio of the particle supplement, 1/Nin

.0.016. The improved electron confinement in the su
plasma is explained by the ions coming from the ma
plasma. Figure 3 depicts the time evolutions of the potent
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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of the main plasma and the subplasma,fM and fS , mea-
sured at the centers of the respective regions. These po
tials are time averaged overt520 to eliminate the fluctuat
ing noise concerning electron plasma oscillations. T
potential gap betweenfM andfS is observed. The measure
potentials,fM andfS , are equal to the sheath potential ne
to the grounded walls,;3TMe and ;3TSe, respectively.
The deviation off from the average value is determined
the thermal fluctuations in the respective areas.~We can re-
duce these fluctuations by drastically increasing the num
of particles in the simulation with the expense of compu
resources.! It is to be noticed that the potential gap at the M
accelerates ions in the main plasma into the subplasma; t
is an ion beam component in the subplasma. No instabilit
observed due to the ion beam component in this static c

The second static case will be found when the effects
ions intruding into the subplasma across the MF are do
nant. Electrons in the subplasma cannot keep the space
tential from going up by reducing the electron loss to t
wall. Therefore, the potential of the subplasma is a little
higher than that of the main plasma, while the potential
the main plasma is determined by the electron temperat
fM;3TMe andfS;3TMe13TMi;3TMe sinceTMi!TMe .
~In this case, electrons in the subplasma are confined
well by the sheath potential. Hence, in the strict sense
maintain the stationary state, the loss mechanism of elect
in the subplasma must be taken into account.!

FIG. 2. Time evolutions of average electron densities in the main pla
and the subplasma,^nMe& and ^nSe&, for B050.7 andNin564.

FIG. 3. Time evolutions of potentials at the centers of the main plasma
the subplasma,fM andfS , for B050.7 andNin564.
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We have found that there is a dynamic state in which
potential in the subplasma oscillates periodically betwe
values of;3TMe and;3TSe. The example of this dynamic
state is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The parameters chosen
this case areB050.5 andNin564. Figure 4 expresses th
time evolutions of the average electron densities in the m
plasma and the subplasma. We can see the periodic os
tions in the ripples of the average densities in the respec
regions aftert;8000. The system approaches the station
state after t;30 000. The period of the oscillation
of the ripples is about 2000. In the stationary sta
^nMe&.1.56n0 and ^nSe&.0.15n0 with D^nMe&.D^nSe&
.0.032n0 , whereD^nMe& and D^nSe& indicate the heights
of the density ripples. The density ratio iŝnSe&/^nMe&
.0.096. Figure 5 depicts the time evolutions of the pote
tials at the centers of the main plasma and the subplas
The potential of the main plasma is almost constant (fM

;12) with small ripples, while that of the subplasma osc
lates betweenfS;3 andfS;12. The period of the potentia
oscillation in the subplasma equals that of the dens
ripples.

To understand the physical mechanism of the dyna
state, detailed measurements were done concentrating o
case ofB050.5 andNin564. The typical four periods of the
time variations of the average electron densities are extra
from Fig. 4 and shown in Fig. 6. Note that the axes in Fig
are different for̂ nMe& and^nSe& in the offsets of the scales

a

d

FIG. 4. Time evolutions of average electron densities in the main pla
and the subplasma,^nMe& and ^nSe&, for B050.5 andNin564.

FIG. 5. Time evolutions of potentials at the centers of the main plasma
the subplasma,fM andfS , for B050.5 andNin564.
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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26 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 1, January 2001 Ohi et al.
It is clear that^nSe& increases~decreases! when ^nMe& de-
creases~increases! with the delay time oftD;500. The de-
lay time is caused by the space between source regions,
^nMe& and ^nSe& are the average densities of the respect
source regions. The ions going out of the source region in
main plasma cross the domain of the MF and come to
source region of the subplasma after the time ofl /vDi ,
wherel 540 is the space between the source regions andvDi

is the average drift speed of ions crossing the MF. We
estimatevDi; l /tD;0.08, which is almost the same as t
ion drift speed ofvDi;0.1 given by the normalized equatio
for the energy conservation,

1
2 mivDi

2 ;fM2fS ,

where we usedfM;12, fS;3, andmi51836.
Typical four periods of the time evolutions offM and

fS are extracted from Fig. 5 and depicted in Fig. 7. The ti
scales for Figs. 6 and 7 are the same. We can see tha
phase offS is synchronized with that of the density ripple
^nSe&, although there is a slight difference in the wave form
of fS and ^nSe&. WhenfS is at the minimum, the ion flux
from the main plasma increases due to the potential gap
tween the main plasma and the subplasma. Then the
density in the subplasma increases;^nSe& also enhances du
to quasineutrality. WhenfS is at the maximum, the ion flux
from the main plasma is small since there is no potential g

FIG. 6. Typical four periods of average electron density oscillations of
main plasma and the subplasma,^nMe& and ^nSe&, for B050.5 andNin

564.

FIG. 7. Typical four periods of potential oscillations at the centers of
main plasma and the subplasma,fM andfS , for B050.5 andNin564.
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The part of the slow increase of^nSe& after the fast increase
may be explained by the particle supplement in the sou
region and the good electron confinement due to the la
sheath potential at the left wall. As will be shown later, wh
the potential gap is maximum, the higher energy ion be
with the higher density gets into the subplasma.fS and^nSe&
reduce when these energetic ions get out of the system.
same process continues periodically.

Snapshots of phase space plots of ions~top!, ion density
profiles ~middle!, and potential profiles~bottom! are shown
in Fig. 8 for different time steps in one period. Four differe
times in Fig. 8 are depicted in Figs. 6, 7, 9, and 10 by
arrows with the letters~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and ~d!. In the phase
space plots, red points indicate ions generated in the m
plasma, whereas blue points denote ions introduced in

e

e

FIG. 8. ~Color! Snapshots of phase space plots of ions, ion density profi
and potential profiles forB050.5 andNin564. Time variation for a period
is shown.
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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27Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 1, January 2001 Observation of the limit cycle in asymmetric plasma . . .
subplasma. Hence the red points in the subplasma show
coming from the main plasma. We can see the structur
the ion density profile in the subplasma. In the density p
file, there is a peak moving in the negativex direction. Ar-
rows in Fig. 8 show the positions of the density peaks. T
structure of the ion density reflects the phase space dyna
of the ion beam accelerated by the potential gap and tra
ing in the subplasma. We can also see slight peaks of
electrostatic potential profile at the same positions of
density peaks in the subplasma. The period of the limit cy
is determined by the transit time of the faster ions accelera
when the potential gap is maximum.

In Ref. 9, we called the collective phenomena induc
by the ion beam the beam instability. Lately we have rec
nized that we are observing the laminar shock waves ge
ated by the modulated ion beam. The linear two stream
stability is stable for our case. The phenomenon is very cl
to the one experimentally observed by Ikeziet al.11 They
used a double plasma device in which the energy of the
beam coming into the low density target plasma is sudde
increased at some time. The faster ions overtake the slo
ions and the shock wave structure is formed. The chang
energy in the experiment of Ikeziet al. corresponds to the
variation of the potential gap in our case. Both cases
similar in two respects:~1! a significant amount of ions is
reflected from and transmitted through the shock front,~2!

FIG. 9. Typical four periods of the time evolution of the ion density at t
center of the subplasma forB050.5 andNin564.

FIG. 10. Typical four periods of the ion fluxG i at the MF penetrating from
the main plasma and the subplasma forB050.5 andNin564.
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the width of the shock increases in time. These facts
clearly observed in the phase space plots in Fig. 8. The
havior of the system in one period of the oscillation is su
marized in the following. When the potential gap is large, t
ion beam flux from the main plasma is large and forms
shock wave structure due to the overtaking of the slower i
by the faster ions@see Fig. 8~a!#. As a result of the higher ion
beam flux the potential of the subplasma increases to
level of the potential of the main plasma@Figs. 8~b! and
8~c!#. In this time scale, the ion beam flux from the ma
plasma reduces as the potential gap decreases. At the
when the head of the shock wave structure approaches
left wall, the potential in the subplasma starts to decre
@Fig. 8~d!#. When the old shock wave goes out of the syste
the ions with the higher speed and the higher density co
into the subplasma and excite the new shock wave; this
cess continues periodically.

The speed of the ion sound wave in our simulation
cs5A(Te13Ti)/Mi.0.035. From the phase space plots
Fig. 8~a! we see that the velocities before and behind
shock wave structure arevmin.0.060 andvmax.0.094, re-
spectively. The velocities of the head and the tail of t
shock wave structure are calculated from the 16 snapsho
the ion density profile in one period. The velocity of the he
of the shock wave structure isvH.0.096, while the velocity
of the tail of the shock wave isvT.0.053. Hence, the width
of the shock wave structure increases in time. Note that
arrows in Fig. 8 designate the positions of the tails of t
shock wave structures. The ion density between the head
the tail of the shock wave structure is higher than that of
ambient plasma. We can think of the head and tail of
shock wave structure as two shock fronts; in the frame m
ing with the average ion velocity, we have two shock wav
propagating in forward and backward directions. The ma
number of the faster shock~head! is (vH2vmin)/cs.1.0,
while that of the slower shock~tail! is (vmax2vT)/cs.1.2.
The difference in mach number may explain why the tail
the shock wave structure is more prominent than the he
The mach number of the head becomes subsonic in ti
then the shock wave structure around the head disapp
@see Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!#.

The time evolution of the ion density at the center of t
subplasma is shown in Fig. 9 for four periods of the lim
cycle. The time scale of Fig. 9 is the same as those of F
6 and 7. The sharp peaks in Fig. 9 correspond to the pas
of the tail of the shock wave structure. The sudden reduc
of the ion density just after the maximum is followed by th
slow decrease. Considering that the ion density displaye
Fig. 9 is the sum of the background ions born in the su
plasma and the ions coming from the main plasma,
amount of the ions coming from the main plasma is an or
of magnitude larger than that of the background ions in
subplasma.

The time evolution of the ion fluxG i at the MF for the
typical four periods is shown in Fig. 10. The ions crossi
the MF from the main plasma to the subplasma are coun
and time averaged overt520. The quantity depicted in the
vertical axis,G i /n0 , is the number of counts per one norma
ized time divided by the initial number of ions per one gr
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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28 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 1, January 2001 Ohi et al.
in the main plasma. The number of ions~electrons! supplied
in the source region in the subplasma per one normal
time, SS , is also shown in Fig. 10. The effect of supplie
ions is not critical~except for neutralizing the supplied ele
tron charges!, although supplied electrons have a crucial ro
to keep the plasma in the subplasma. The relation betweeG i

and the potential gap,fM2fS , is summarized in the Lissa
jous figure in Fig. 11. Only four periods corresponding
Figs. 7 and 10 are shown in the figure. The data in the L
sajous figure rotate in the clockwise direction. WhenG i is
maximum~minimum! the potential gap reduces~increases!.

It is natural that when the potential gap is maximum,G i

starts to increase. IfG i at the MF is larger than the ion flux t
the left wall, the electron flux to the left wall tends to d
crease to keep the charge neutrality. Because only high
ergy electrons can reach the left wall, the number of el
trons to prevent the space potential from going up is limit
So, if the imbalance ofG i at the MF and the left wall~which
might be proportional to theG i at the MF! increases beyond
some value, electrons cannot contribute to keep the ch
neutralization. Once the sheath potential adjacent to the
wall becomes high enough, no electrons can reach the
wall and the space potential in the subplasma increases u
the space potential of the main plasma. The maximum offS

is limited by fM , becauseG i changes sign iffS is greater
thanfM .

On the other hand, it is difficult to explain what trigge
the buildup of the potential gap. This is related to the pro
lem of why the successive pulse does not appear before
former pulse reaches very close to the wall. We only see
G i at the MF is minimum in the increasing phase of t
potential gap. We have verified that the period of the lim
cycle is determined by the transit time of the shock wa
structure by doing runs withLx5200,400,800,1600. Henc
we can conclude that the shock wave structure approac
the wall triggers the increase of the potential gap. Figure
shows the Lissajous figure of the potential gap versus
position of the faster shock front~head! for the typical four
periods. We cannot measure the position of the shock fro
~head and tail! when the high energy ions are close to t
MF. If the position of the shock front is extrapolated to th

FIG. 11. Lissajous figure of the potential gap,fM2fS , vs the ion fluxG i

at the MF forB050.5 andNin564. Typical four periods are shown. F an
L designate the first and last data, respectively. Data rotate in the clock
direction.
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region, the data are expected to be in the hatched regio
Fig. 12. The potential gap is maximum before the shock
formed. As the shock front propagates in the subplasma,
potential gap disappears once and builds up later again.
interesting that the potential gap increases before the h
reaches the wall when the shock wave structure is very c
to the wall. This may be explained in the following. There
an ion sheath without electrons adjacent to the left wall wh
fS is maximum. In front of the shock wave structure, there
an electron sheath~the electron density is higher than the io
density!. The shock wave has the effect of pushing the el
trons in front of the shock wave structure to the ion sheath
the wall. So the sheath structure near the wall changes d
tically; the space potential of the subplasma decreases to
minimum value. The minimum offS is limited by the sheath
potential determined by the electron temperature because
bulk electrons prevent the potential from going down furth
by enhancing the electron flux to the wall.

To identify the parameter range in which the asymme
plasma with the MF behaves dynamically, simulations w
different values ofNin and B0 are done. Figure 13 depict
the average electron density in the subplasma^nSe& depend-
ing on the rate of the particle supplement in the subplas
1/Nin . The strength of the MF is fixed atB050.5. ForB0

50.5, the electrons in the main plasma and the subpla

se

FIG. 12. Lissajous figure of the potential gap,fM2fS , vs distance of the
faster shock front~head! from the MF for B050.5 andNin564. Typical
four periods are shown.

FIG. 13. Average electron density in the subplasma^nSe& depending on the
rate of particle supplement in the subplasma, 1/Nin . The maximum and
minimum values are shown for the dynamic case.
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cannot commute each other. The maximum and minim
values are shown in Fig. 13. The cases with the same va
of maximums and minimums correspond to the static sta
The dynamic state of the limit cycle is observed for 1/Nin

<1/19, while the static state is seen for 1/Nin>1/18. It is to
be noted that there is a discontinuity between 1/Nin51/19
and 1/18. As 1/Nin reduces, the solution of this nonlinea
system changes from the static state to the dynamic s
with finite radius of the limit cycle. In the dynamic state, w
believe that the positive feedback has the critical effect
fore the stationary dynamic state is formed. Initially, we a
sume a static state. Due to the thermal noise, the pote
gap is modulated slightly. The weak shock wave produ
by the velocity modulated ion beam gets into the left wall.
the reduction of the space potential caused by the appro
ing shock wave is bigger than that of the former poten
modulation, the stronger shock wave is formed. This proc
continues until the maximum potential of the subplasma g
up tofM . We can see this positive feedback phase in Fig
for 500&t&2000. If the effect of the approaching shoc
wave is mitigated by bulk electrons, there is no positive fe
back and the static state remains. So the threshold exist
the bifurcation of states, which may be the ratio of the i
beam flux from the main plasma to the plasma density in
subplasma. Hence the dynamic state manifests for the
value of 1/Nin , which is equivalent to the low plasma de
sity in the subplasma. The periods of the limit cycles are
same for all cases with 1/Nin<1/19.

Figure 14 shows the average electron density in the s
plasma, ^nSe&, depending onB0 . The parameter ofNin

564 is fixed. The discontinuity in the data is also observ
in this case. For the stronger magnetic field ofB0>0.61, the
static state with the potential gap is observed. Although th
is no communication of electrons between the main plas
and the subplasma forB0*0.5, the electron density at th
MF is determined by the electrons coming from the m
plasma or the subplasma. The penetration length of elect
into the region of the MF is roughly determined by the La
mor radius, hence the electron density at the MF is a decr
ing function ofB0 . Due to the quasineutrality, the ion de
sity at the MF is also a decreasing function ofB0 ; the ion
flux from the main plasma to the subplasma reduces asB0

FIG. 14. Average electron density in the subplasma^nSe& depending onB0 .
The maximum and minimum values are shown for the dynamic case.
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increases. So, for the larger value ofB0 , the ion beam from
the main plasma does not have enough power to cause
potential increase in the subplasma. For the weaker magn
field of B0<0.37, the static states withfS;3 andfM;12
are observed again. For these lower values ofB0 , energetic
electrons in the main plasma pass the MF, lose energy du
the potential gap, and enter into the subplasma. So the e
tron density in the subplasma increases. The increased n
ber of electrons in the subplasma has the function to keep
sheath potential at the level offS;3.

We observe the dynamic state for 0.38<B0<0.6. For
0.46&B0<0.6, the system shows the limit cycle. For th
relatively weak values of 0.38<B0&0.45, the intermittent
states manifest. In the intermittent cases, some of elect
from the main plasma can go to the subplasma and aff
the potential change in the subplasma. The study of th
intermittent states is outside the scope of this paper and
be the subject of a future paper.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The asymmetric plasma divided by the magnetic fil
~MF! is numerically simulated by the one-dimension
particle-in-cell codeVSIM1D. The strength of the MF is cho
sen to influence only electron dynamics; ions move fre
across the MF. The main plasma with the high temperat
(TMe) and the high density faces the subplasma with the
temperature (TSe) and the low density across the MF locate
at the center of the system. The particles hitting the groun
walls at the left and right ends of the system are absor
there; there are ion sheaths adjacent to the walls. The
that we are treating the bounded system is important bec
the effect of the sheath potential is crucial to the obser
phenomena. Depending on the asymmetry, the system’s
havior is static or dynamic. In the static state, the potent
of the main plasma and the subplasma are given by
sheath potentials,fM;3TMe and fS;3TSe, respectively.
In the dynamic state, while the potential in the main plas
is almost constant withfM;3TMe , the potential in the sub-
plasma oscillates periodically betweenfS,min;3TSe and
fS,max;3TMe. When the potential gap between the ma
plasma and the subplasma is maximum, the ion beam w
the higher speed and the higher density gets into the s
plasma from the main plasma. Then the potential in the s
plasma gradually increases because of the increased
beam flux from the main plasma. The ion beam with t
higher speed excites the laminar shock wave when it tra
in the subplasma. When the shock wave structure is v
close to the left wall, the space potential of the subplas
becomes small. This may be explained in the followin
When the shock wave structure is approaching the wall, th
is an ion sheath without electrons adjacent to the wall. T
electrons in front of the shock being pushed into the
sheath change the sheath structure and reduce the spac
tential in the subplasma. Due to the rebuilt large poten
gap, the new ion beam with the higher speed and the hig
density gets into the subplasma across the MF. This pro
continues periodically. The period of the limit cycle is dete
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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mined by the transit time of the shock wave structure. T
radius of the limit cycle for the potential gap is equal
;0.5(3TMe23TSe).

The phenomena presented in this paper can be un
stood as the self-sustained oscillation related to the bifu
tion of the potential in the subplasma~or the electric field at
the MF!. The phenomena caused by the transitions betw
two bifurcated states have been observed in toroidal m
netic fusion devices. One example is the edge locali
modes~ELMs! in tokamaks.13 Dithering ELMs are recog-
nized as the transitions betweenL mode andH mode in
which L and H mean low and high confinements, respe
tively. The experimentally observed dithering ELMs can
elucidated by a limit cycle solution of the Ginzburg–Landa
type equation.14 The other example is a self-sustained osc
lation in the CHS heliotron/torsatron device related to
bifurcation of a radial electric field and the formation of
transport barrier.15 Sometimes the bifurcated system behav
chaotically or intermittently as in the case of ELMs.16,17 We
have also observed the dynamic state with intermittency
though the presentation of details will be the subject o
forthcoming paper.
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